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"Scale Up Your Business
With Your Own Identity:'
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Who Are We?
Renowiz Technologies continually endeavors to create state of the art solutions to solve the most complex
problems in the most efficient manner. We leverage the technology and deep dive into the domain to figure
out the simplest way to enable the sustainable growth of a business.
Founded in the year [YEAR], we have umpteen highly placed customers, including some top shots in the
technology. Our web solutions utilize the convenience and reliability of cloud computing amalgamated with
hot development technologies to design beautiful web applications that are:
1. Easy to use and deploy
2. Fast and robust
3. Safe and trustworthy
Our idea of growth starts with a happy customer that follows from one business to another. Our potential
customers love our work and award us more work, and thus we grow by leap and bound.

Our Process:

1. Analysis

2. Mockup
Design

5. Testing

3. Wireframe 4. Development

6. Deploy
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7. Support

Our Services
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Web Design and
Development
create your online identity

Mobile App Development
reach your customer on
the go

-+ Business Websites
-+ Robust ecommerce store
-+ Feature-Rich Web Application

-+ Anroid App Development
-+ los App Development

Digital Marketing
increase your online
visibility

Corporate Branding
build and enhance
awareness of your brand

-+ Search Engine Optimization
-+ Social Media Marketing
-+ Content Marketing
-+ Email Marketing

-+ Logo Design
-+ Brochure/Flyer Design
-+ Custom lllustration/lnfographic
-+ Custom lllustration/lnfographic
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Vission:
"To grow each Indian in business with the help of the digital world as per own interest."

The digital world is an ocean with enormous capabilities to grow in horizontal as well as vertical
directions. We aim to help each individual have their own identities and promote their businesses and
talents exponentially. The right exposure to the right audiences can do wonders for anyone, and we
believe that every individual can scale great heights with their unique digital identities.
From far a d outside, it looks almost impossible to have an affordable and quick way to have a web
application through which once can interact with the world and earn business and recognition. This is
why our vision aligns with our company to make it easy for everyone to have their digital space at a
highly affordable cost.

Mission:
"To make the identity of each individual with affordable web, mobile, and digital marketing
service."

A web identity is essential today for anyone be it a huge business or an individual with some talent. No
matter how good one is at their work, but then they need some means to become known, at least among
those who could be interested in their services or products. Good marketing is the key to success and
good sales today. In this era of digital revolution where customers are searching for the products and
services on the internet, you must have a proper web identity across all platforms including web, mobile,
or tablet.
And that's where we can help you provide the end to end solution for all your needs. From concept to
proof of concept to iterative steps to a final and polished product, we can get things done for you in the
shortest possible time.
Our mission aligns with our core principle of making the web accessible to everyone and at the earliest.
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Free Industrial
Training
•

Live Projects

•

View Your Projects Live On The Internet

•

Training in Professional Environment

Hire Us
Hire dedicated Web Designers Seo and .Net Developer
For Your All Project Needs
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E I info@renowiztech.com
+91 97373 88824
Prathna Row House,5 Second Flor, Opp.Sneh Sankul Vadi , Ananad
Mahal Road ,Adajan , Surat-395009
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